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Welcome
A brand is more than a logo. It is the set of emotions and recognition
of values someone has when they interact with your organization. An
organization with a strong brand elicits not only thoughts and feelings
from its audience, but also loyalty, passion, and motivation for action.

The following brand guidelines were developed to reflect the
distinct presence Virginia Humanities has in the Commonwealth of
Virginia. While our brand can’t replace the work that we do or the
interactions that we have with our audience, it can help us broaden
our reach, create connections across our programs, and reinforce a
powerful sense of our mission and goals. The repeated and consistent
application of our brand will help us share Virginia’s stories, increase
our understanding of each other, and affirm a shared sense of
humanity—the reason for our work.
With an abundance of quality programming that reaches across
and beyond Virginia, it is important that we connect all program
experiences to the Virginia Humanities brand. Virginia Humanities’
programs enjoy a strong relationship with their individual audiences;

however, these audiences have not always seen or understood why,
for instance, the Virginia Festival of the Book, the Virginia Folklife
Program, and Encyclopedia Virginia exist together under the same
roof. Rebranding Virginia Humanities is a way for us to articulate
a collective purpose, mission, and set of values that our programs
express in the work they do each day. These guidelines are our
blueprint for how we will convey a shared identity to build and grow
relationships with the citizens of the Commonwealth who we serve.
Thank you for being our partner as we work to make Virginia’s
communities stronger through public humanities programming.
Sincerely,
Matthew Gibson
Executive Director
Virginia Foundation for the Humanities
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Distinctly Virginia and
Functional
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Brand Icon

Our brand icon claims the shape
of Virginia. The geometric and
simplified form is both distinct
and functional. It's easily
abstracted, it is recognizable at
large and small scales, and it
functions as a containing shape
for complementary visuals.
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Brand Type
Customized DIN Bold
The brand type is a customized
version of the DIN Bold type face. The
title casing aids legibility. The letter
forms are tightly kerned. A few letter
forms have been modified. Please
do not recreate the brand type by
type-setting the words Virginia
Humanities.
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Brand Mark
Primary
The primary brand mark
unites the icon and type
into a "lock-up".
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Brand Mark
Horizontal
This lock-up should be used
secondarily to the primary mark
when vertical space is limited or in
small contexts or spaces.
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Brand Mark
Compact
This lock-up should be rarely used
in instances where horizontal space
is limited or in small spaces where
the brand type needs to be most
legible.
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Brand Mark
Spacing
Note how these lock-ups
are carefully aligned and
spaced. They should not be
reconstructed by users.
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Brand Mark
Coloring
On blue backgrounds, use
white logos. Do not add a
new color to the logo.

On light- to mid-tone backgrounds, try
using blue logos.

On mid-tone to black backgrounds, use
white logos.
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Brand Mark
Coloring

In some cases, the logo
will need to be applied
over images.
The logo's simplicity
will tolerate moderately
busy backgrounds.
Avoid placing the
logo on overly busy
backgrounds.
Like this example,
position the logo in
negative space with
the least background
contrast.
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Brand Mark
Do Not

Do not change the color

Do not rearrange the icon

Do not outline the icon

Do not remove the small triangle

Do not use Jefferson Blue on dark backgrounds
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Brand Color
Primary Palette

Blue is a Virginia color. Like the humanities, it's commonly associated with imagination,
inspiration, significance, and unity. Our use of Jefferson Blue is a symbolic of our connection
to the University of Virginia.
Virginia Humanities is able to do our work thanks in part to a unique partnership with the
University. Virginia Humanities functions as both a non-academic department of UVA and an
independent, nonprofit, tax-exempt organization.
Bright colors (Cyan, 115 and 206) are available for contrast. These colors should only be used
in context with Jefferson Blue and in a secondary manner.

Jefferson Blue
87, 70, 22, 44 CMYK Coated
98, 83, 12, 46 CMYK Uncoated
35, 45, 75 RGB
232D4B HEX
PMS Uncoated Ink Mixture:
Process Blue – 58.90
Medium Purple – 27.90
Black – 13.20

PMS Coated Ink Mixture:
Process Blue – 19.80
Medium Purple – 14.50
Black – 15.70
Trans. White – 50.00

Cool Gray 1
4, 2, 4, 8 CMYK coated
4, 3, 6, 7 CMYK uncoated
217, 217, 214 RGB
D9D9D6 HEX
Cool Gray 3
8, 5, 7, 16 CMYK coated
7, 4, 6, 14 CMYK uncoated
200, 201, 199 RGB
C8C9C7 HEX

Process Cyan
0, 0, 0, 100 CMYK coated
0, 0, 0, 100 CMYK uncoated
0, 174, 239 RGB
009FDF HEX
Pantone 115
0, 20, 100, 0 CMYK coated
0, 11, 94, 0 CMYK uncoated
253, 218, 36 RGB
FDDA24 HEX

Pantone 206
0, 90, 40, 0 CMYK coated
0, 98, 51, 2 CMYK uncoated
239, 63, 107 RGB
EF3F6B HEX
Black 85%
0, 0, 0, 85 CMYK coated
0, 0, 0, 85 CMYK uncoated
37, 37, 37 RGB
252525 HEX
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Brand Color
Program Palette
Program colors primarily distinguish
program from program. They also
complement Jefferson Blue.
These colors should only be used by
the designated program. Each color
should be primary in the program's
communication. The primary palette for
Virginia Humanities is also available.

Pantone 389

Pantone 368

Pantone 340

21, 0, 85, 0 CMYK
208, 223, 0 RGB
D0DF00 HEX

65, 0, 100, 0 CMYK
200, 201, 199 RGB
78BE20 HEX

99, 0, 84, 0 CMYK
0, 150, 94 RGB
00965E HEX

Virginia Center
of the Book

With Good
Reason

Virginia Folklife
Program

Pantone 180

Pantone 139

Pantone 124

Pantone 3115

3, 91, 86, 12 CMYK
190, 58, 52 RGB
BE3A34 HEX

7, 49, 100, 25 CMYK
175, 109, 4 RGB
AF6D04 HEX

0, 30, 100, 0 CMYK
234, 170, 0 RGB
EAAA00 HEX

59, 0, 14, 0 CMYK
0, 193, 213 RGB
00C1D5 HEX

Encyclopedia
Virginia

African American
Programs

Virginia Festival
of the Book

Virginia Indian
Programs
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VIEWS
Magazine Palette

Honor Roll
of Donors

While developing print publications
such as Views, it is acceptable to adjust
colors to better coordinate with image
selection. But take care not to deviate
too far from the primary palette. The
colors used on the cover design should
dictate the colors used on the index,
introduction and annual report sections.

Virginia Humanities acknowledges the following benefactors who provided critical
financial support between July 1, 2017, and June 30, 2018. Their investments help create
programs and opportunities for all Virginians to share their stories and learn about the
experiences of others so we can explore our differences and connect through what we
have in common.
HUMANITIES CABINET

REPORT
Virginia Humanities thanks the generous supporters who helped us share
original and inspiring stories from every corner of the Commonwealth this
year. Each donation, no matter the size, helps us connect people and ideas
to inspire deeper engagement with the public humanities in Virginia.
We are especially grateful to the members of our Cornerstone Society.
These donors have included Virginia Humanities in their estate plans,
allowing us to plan for the future with confidence that needed resources
will be there. These investments ensure that the values and traits that
define the work of Virginia Humanities will endure for generations to come.

To learn more about including Virginia Humanities in your will, or to explore
other opportunities to invest in our work, please call 434-924-3296, email
support@VirginiaHumanities.org, or visit us online at VirginiaHumanities.org/support.
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County of Albemarle
Dominion Energy Foundation
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National Endowment for the Arts
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Lulu Miller (right) and Wes Swing perform a live-scored reading from
Miller's forthcoming book at The Bridge Progressive Arts Initiative on
October 22, 2017. The event was organized by Virginia Humanities.

Number in GOLD denotes a member of the Cardinal Society with consecutive years of giving to Virginia Humanities.

Photo by Pat Jarrett

corrections, and ways to give, please contact the Development Office at 434-924-3296 or Support@VirginiaHumanities.org.

NO
JUST SAY

*Indicates a gift made in whole or in part to the Virginia Humanities Fund, our unrestricted fund. Report reflects
giving from July 1, 2017, through June 30, 2018. Every effort has been made to list all donors accurately. For inquiries,

The Richmond-based illustrator Carson
McNamara produced this and five other
illustrations to accompany each episode
of American Dissent.

A new podcast series considers dissent in
America, from James Madison to Colin Kaepernick
By Brendan Wolfe
e had to call it something,” Kelley Libby told me,
referring to a new, five-part podcast she developed in
collaboration with James Madison’s Montpelier. “So we
decided on ‘American Dissent.’”
I was in Libby’s office back in July, when the series, released on
September 17, was still under production.
“How’d you come up with that name?” I asked, and Libby, a producer
on Virginia Humanities’ radio program With Good Reason, gave me a
curious look.
We both laughed.
“Okay, I get it,” I said. “It’s about dissent in America. But why focus on
that? How does that come back to Madison?”
Libby explained that the collaboration began with the idea of creating
a podcast that investigated Madison and the U.S. Constitution, placing
them in a contemporary context.
“We had all this freedom to come up with whatever we wanted.
And I just kept coming back to this idea of religious dissent. That’s
where I started—the idea that without it we wouldn’t have the First
Amendment as we know it.”

3 Sea Change 9 The Long Roads of Memory
29 A Mighty Tapestry 33 Impact Stories

One important strain of the American Revolution involved a rebellion
against the established church, which required the support of all
taxpayers regardless of their beliefs. Thomas Jefferson’s Statute for
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Brand Type
DIN 2014
DIN 2014 is a sans-serif typeface that is
widely used for traffic, administrative and
technical applications.
Originally designed in Germany for
industrial uses, the first DIN-type fonts
were a simplified design that could be
applied with limited technical difficulty.
Due to its legibility and uncomplicated,
unadorned design, DIN has become
popular for general purpose use in
signage and display adaptations.
All weights of DIN 2014 are available
through Typekit, free with an Adobe
Creative Cloud account.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
LIGHT

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
REGULAR

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
DEMI

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
BOLD

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
EXTRA BOLD

typekit.com/fonts/din-2014
DIN 2014 should be used in all public
facing print and web communication if it is
available on your computer.
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Brand Type
Roboto
Roboto is a free Google font. It is less
distinctive than DIN 2014 and should be
used sparingly as a substitute if DIN 2014
isn't available.
Roboto has a dual nature. It has a
mechanical skeleton and the forms are
largely geometric. At the same time, the
font features friendly and open curves.
While some grotesks distort their
letterforms to force a rigid rhythm, Roboto
doesn’t compromise, allowing letters to
be settled into their natural width. This
makes for a more natural reading rhythm
more commonly found in humanist and
serif types.

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
LIGHT

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
REGULAR

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
MEDIUM

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
BOLD

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
EXTRA BOLD

fonts.google.com/specimen/Roboto
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Brand Type
SangBleu Kingdom & Empire
SangBleu is a distinct serif typeface that
should be used sparingly as an accent
to DIN 2014 and in large scales like pullquotes. SangBleu is not for body copy.
Many weights are available. We have
narrowed it down to Empire and Kingdom.
Empire has finer details and should be
used in high color contrast. Kingdom
should be used in lower contrast, for
example, set in white over a photograph.
swisstypefaces.com/fonts/sangbleu
Contact Virginia Humanities for a license
for SangBleu Empire.
* NOTE: A trial version of SangBleu is
available but it does not include numbers.
Please use the font Justus (Roman) for
numerals if SangBleu is not available.
https://fontlibrary.org/en/font/justus

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
EMPIRE REGULAR

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
EMPIRE MEDIUM

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
EMPIRE BOLD

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
EMPIRE BLACK

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
KINGDOM BOLD

01 2 3 4 5 67 89
EMPIRE ROMAN

0123456789

JUSTUS ROMAN
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Program Logos Concept
Examples
Like the Virginia Humanities
logo, the program logos use the
Virginia icon. The color of the icon
distinguishes programs.

Primary

Primary

Horizontal

Horizontal

Compact

Compact

The logos come in three lock-ups,
shown here with African American
Programs and Virginia Festival of
the Book.
Please observe the guidelines
for each usage in the Virginia
Humanities logo section.
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Program Logos Concept
Examples
Programs are encouraged to
augment their logo in promotional
settings by using the brand icon
as a frame for promotional content
(i.e. a cut-out of a conference
speaker or performer). The photos
may be full-color, or black and
white.
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Brand Treatments
Photography with Type
Display type is DIN 2014 Bold. The
brand icon may be used to highlight
one word or phrase.

Virginia
Festival of
the Book
22

Brand Treatments
Graphic Lines
These graphic lines
represent the humanity
of our work. They are
created by hand and
reminiscent of a finger
print.
This device may be used
to accent layouts in any
context. The color is
Cool Gray 1. The opacity
should be set to 20-40%.
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Brand Treatments
Additional Graphic Lines
With the approval of Virginia
Humanities Director of
Communications, additional
patterns may also be used
to accent layouts and help
convey tone and narrative.
Some examples of approved
patterns appear to the
right and are available for
download with this guide.
Patterns should appear handdrawn and illustrate the
human touch present in our
work.
The color is Cool Gray 1.
The opacity should be set to
20-40%.
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Stationery A
Business Card

Matthew Gibson
Executive Director
145 Ednam Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.924.4531
msg2d virginia.edu
VirginiaHumanities.org
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Stationery A
Letterhead
Dear Sir,
Harumquis ipsapel modic tectur, qui te occusdandae sed moluptatis rehenia epedige nditaest maio
tet eos as et quiam ut liquatu repudaecte nihil ea expe sunt liquis es rendisciae. Archit, tem aditem
quam faceperat.
Se porrovitiam expe sit reperro que endigendam, volecto rectibus am quassimos pre pe nonet
exeratio etur? Quis enisquas dolorrorro minctio rporita solupta corro eumet ma volor aperundae
versperi doluptatios elecepr ovidele nditat hiliasp elluptamus desci voluptate nestius im rectio et
faciminvel id magnimp oresequidel et faci ratione ctatiunt modi aut aut porepe volupta placcusam,
aut am ime delique nitatistiure non nonserf erferferum idellan dignatur aborest aritate digendae
nulluptas in nus pliquidero doluptasped quost volupta siminist magnate vellantiam, inus et qui
verumet, qui ommos estrum harum ut es a ides vit, tenis doloris intur? Udae modis sit que
nempores aut vel expella borepti oreptae perum, nate por ad et quodis si ipita sequae volor se
volupta tenem. Bis molorestrum nihiti is posaper erchillest, quo volor molupta tinusci urehende que
evelit esercitis doluptat.
Ut audit ipsa cum nossi alit vereiusaped milicitem enducipsus endipsa nonserio. Onsequi volupic
aborrum ipidipsani sapiendis exereiciet pellore offic toremos qui doluptium cus ut officit ani quodis
alia doluptatquid maxim rem in nam volenissit etus.
Xero essunt anditatio dolorem ossitatem explaut labor sectatquate et vendige nissecatur mos aut qui
sequid ma aut latia vita doluptaque demporp oreicaboria non eos exero erum dias mollestiatet quatet
qui conseque poratiaes molent lam, unt quam atur? Quiducilles dolorer feribea corion ne viduntem
harci conecum illuptatur sunt.
Ucimole stiorat emolum conet optur? Quisimpos eostrum everum, odiaest accaesto eossitaerum cus
iducitas et pa nis re, explis et res aliandae. Acil eossit ese et modi dipsus dolum iundi oditius, quo
maximagnimus poriam voluptas non non rerum venimporum quati con receatis dolenihic to volorep
repudania simus.
Ut audit ipsa cum nossi alit vereiusaped milicitem enducipsus endipsa nonserio. Onsequi volupic
aborrum ipidipsani sapiendis exereiciet pellore offic toremos qui doluptium cus ut officit ani quodis
alia doluptatquid maxim rem in nam volenissit etus.

Matthew Gibson
Matthew Gibson
Executive Director

145 EDNAM DR. / CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22903 / 434.924.4531 / VIRGINIAHUMANITIES.ORG
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General Brochure
Attend a talk or live performance.
Submit a grant proposal.
Listen to a podcast.
To do that and more, find us online
at VirginiaHumanities.org.

145 Ednam Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434.924.4531
VirginiaHumanities.org

145 Ednam Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22903
VirginiaHumanities.org
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Small

Medium

Large

Program Brochures
Template (covers)

Sharing Living
Traditions

Encyclopedia
Virginia
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Medium

Large

Program Brochures
Template (spreads)

Virginia Indian
Digital Archive

Virginia Indian
Programs

“Our Creator
placed us
here as the
gatekeepers
of this land,
and our
magnificent
story cannot
be buried.”

Virginia Humanities’ Virginia Indian Program
helps to redress centuries of historical
omission, exclusion, and misrepresentation.
It creates opportunities for Virginians of all
ages to learn about the history and cultures
of Virginia Indian people and communities,
past and present.
The program interprets Virginia Indian
experiences in ways that are accurate,
culturally sensitive, and broadly accessible.
Activities include in-person presentations,
educational resources, exhibits, radio and
video programs, and digital collections.

The Virginia Indian Digital Archive
is a collection of historical
photographs belonging to Native
families, tribal archives, and
museums. The archive contains
audio and video interviews
with tribal members, exhibits
organized by topic, and items and
collections organized by tribe.
VirginiaIndianArchive.org

Teacher Resources
The Virginia Indian Program has developed
teacher resources and curriculum materials
for students at all grade levels. The program
offers occasional teacher institutes to
help prepare educators to teach our
shared history in a way that is accurate
and recognizes that Native people are and
always have been a vibrant part of our
Commonwealth. For more information visit:
VirginiaIndianProgram.org.

Virginia Folklife Program
Virginia Humanities’ Virginia Folklife Program is the state
center for the presentation, documentation, and support
of Virginia’s diverse expressions of traditional folk culture.
Virginia’s folkways are rich with traditions that have been
rooted in the Commonwealth for centuries, as well as those
that have more recently been carried here and nourished by
Virginia’s diverse immigrant communities.

Apprenticeships
Apprenticeships ensure that cherished cultural traditions are
passed along to future generations. Each year, the Virginia
Folklife Program pairs experienced master artists with eager
apprentices for one-on-one, nine-month learning experiences
in all forms of Virginia’s traditional, expressive culture.

Education and Outreach
The Virginia Folklife Program presents hands-on workshops,
residencies, and performances with master artists in public
schools across Virginia, engaging students of all ages in the
unique traditions of our state and sharing the stories they
represent. We develop classroom resources to help teachers
educate their students about the diverse cultural traditions
around them, honoring our differences while strengthening
our sense of a shared community.

Performances and
Public Presentations
Live public performances and demonstrations produced
by the Virginia Folklife Program provide opportunities for
public expression, draw attention to lesser-known art forms,
and create environments where Virginians can learn about
the experiences of traditional artists residing within the
Commonwealth.

Folklife refers
to the arts of
everyday life that
embody traditional
knowledge,
communal
belonging, and
shared identity.

The Virginia Folklife Program reaches thousands of people
each year through high-quality live performances and
demonstrations at festivals and concerts across the state.

Documentation and Fieldwork
The Virginia Folklife Program visits communities large
and small across the Commonwealth, documenting diverse
cultural traditions through audio recordings, photography,
and videography. This cultural documentation allows for
the sharing of cherished traditional folkways with the
public now and for generations to come. Virginia Folklife
documentary materials and field recordings are made to be
widely accessible in high-quality, searchable, formats through
our program website, on our social media channels, and in
Discovery Virginia, Virginia Humanities’ own digital archive.

Cultural Exchange
Cross-cultural sharing of folk traditions is one of the
most powerful tools of cultural diplomacy. Within the
Commonwealth, across the nation, and abroad, the Virginia
Folklife Program brings Virginia artists together with
practitioners from across the world. Exchanges between
traditional artists build bridges between seemingly disparate
communities and traditions, and help artists and audiences
to better understand and articulate the important influences
of other cultures on our own Virginia traditions.

Kenneth Adams, Chief Emeritus
(Upper Mattaponi)
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Sea Change
As Tangier disappears, Virginia Humanities thinks about how to
preserve the island and why that’s important.

Spread Example

Spread Example

VIEWS
Template (spreads)
James “Ooker” Eskridge, the mayor of Tangier,
sorts peeler crabs on Tangier Island in August 2016.

n a humid evening last July, I met Earl Swift
and Peter Hedlund at a pub in downtown
Charlottesville to chat about the work that
they and Virginia Humanities have done in
relation to Tangier Island. Swift, a longtime Virginia
Humanities Fellow, proudly dropped on the table
the latest Garden & Gun magazine, which featured
an early, rave review of his new book, Chesapeake
Requiem: A Year with the Watermen of Vanishing
Tangier Island.
In the news because it’s quickly washing into
the sea, Tangier has been the object of national
fascination for its distinctive island culture and its
residents’ resistance to the idea of climate change.
On Tangier, families date back generations, their
lives centered around the water and crabbing. They
even speak with a unique, Cockney-like accent.
Tangier is one of the most remote communities
in Virginia, which is why Hedlund—the director
of Encyclopedia Virginia —wanted to document it.
Hedlund and other members of his staff created a
360-degree virtual tour of the island in 2016 using
Google Street View technology.
Over beers, the three of us talked about Tangier,
preservation, and—for lack of a better word—how
cool it is to have captured the island digitally.

By Brendan Wolfe

Swift: It’s a place that’s difficult to get to and the
Street View allows you to walk the streets. It’s not
the same as going to Tangier, of course, and smelling
the crab and feeling the humidity—
Hedlund: And hearing the accent.

The sun sets over Mailboat Harbor

03

Photo by Pat Jarrett

on Tangier Island in August 2016.

| SE A CHANGE

| SE A CHANGE

Swift: The bites of the flies. But it’s a great service.
You know, school kids can now visit a place they’ve
only ever heard about as this almost mythical, lost
section of Virginia. It also appealed to me because
if you go on Google Street View usually, the main
roads are all represented, but if there’s a narrow
lane off that road it’s fifty-fifty if Google’s going to
make that turn. And it was great that Encyclopedia
Virginia’s virtual tour incorporates everything, all
of Tangier’s sidewalk-wide cart paths.
Hedlund: And the harbor.

Swift: And it’s a very thorough tour of the place, too.
I gotta tell you, there were times when I was writing
the book that I put it to use.

Photo by Pat Jarrett

Hedlund: Looking to see what house is next to what
house?
Swift: Yeah, remembering spatial relationships, that
sort of thing.
Hedlund: So I’ve asked you this question a ton of
times, but it kind of gets at this whole “canary in the
coal mine” aspect of Tangier, with climate change and
sea level rise. I remember an interview you gave to
CNN where you said it’s headcount that will determine
what places get priority in saving, and Tangier doesn’t
have a chance—
Swift: No, I said if that’s the metric, then Tangier
doesn’t have a chance, but I hope that’s not the case.
Hedlund: So what other metrics are important to
consider when we look at preserving and protecting
places like Tangier?
Swift: If you look around America, some of the
most hallowed ground has very few people living
nearby. Yorktown Battlefield—it’s not going to be
saved by virtue of its headcount. And for that matter
Jamestown, which if sea levels continue to rise will
go a long time before Yorktown does.
Hedlund: We were just out there, the staff of
Encyclopedia Virginia, and it’s amazing how wet
Jamestown is.
Swift: You’re right there on the James River, almost
wading in it, on the fort side.
Wolfe: And part of the metric that goes into thinking
about saving places like Jamestown is that it’s very
much at the center of a big, collective story, while
Tangier—
Swift: Is an outlier.
Wolfe: —is at the margins of that story. And we
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ENGAGING
YOUNG PEOPLE
IN DIALOGUES
ABOUT RACISM
By Raennah Mitchell

Spread Example

Spread Example

VIEWS
Template (spreads)

Discussions about history, and the interpretation and
representation of that history, are key components of
our work at Virginia Humanities. Literature, culture,
and the arts are all ways in which we examine and
document our lives, what it means to be human,
and how we relate to our fellow human beings. The
humanities are central to discussions of culture and
of how we express and see ourselves, as well as
who we fail to see. At a time when the United States
is faced with difficult questions about our history, the
continuing effects of systemic racism, and what kind
of future we want to create, the humanities create a
space in which to have these difficult conversations.
To that end, Virginia Humanities is focusing ever more
intentionally on engaging young people in dialogues
about history, racism, and social justice. Through
Things Unseen, Virginia Humanities partnered with
students and faculty at the University of Virginia and
community historians to reinterpret ordinary spaces
by power washing thought-provoking quotes from
the James Baldwin–inspired essay collection edited
by Jesmyn Ward, The Fire This Time, onto sidewalks
and streets in Charlottesville. Justin Reid, director of
African American Programs at Virginia Humanities,
says the project “allowed us to have an intergenerational
conversation about collective memory and our built
environment, and how race and class inform both.”
It is through such contextualizing that the humanities
can challenge dominant narratives.

Young people of color are directly affected by systemic racism through
inequities in education, the school-to-prison pipeline, and housing
discrimination. But they are also well-equipped to effect change. In
March 2016, a then–fifteen-year-old high school freshman, Zyahna
Bryant, took action to correct the dominant narrative represented
in what was then Charlottesville’s Lee Park. Recognizing the power
of storytelling through memorialization, she petitioned the City of
Charlottesville to change the name of the park (now Market Street
Park) and remove the statue of Confederate general Robert E. Lee.
Bryant, who is African American, argued that the celebration of
someone who fought to enslave her ancestors caused her and her
peers to feel so uncomfortable that they avoided the park altogether,
foregoing many public events held there that otherwise were intended
for the whole community.
Cole Hicks of United Painting Plus power washes a
quotation into the sidewalk as part of the Unseen Cville
public art installation in Charlottesville in March 2018.

Photo by Eze Amos

| ENGAGING YOUNG PEOPLE IN DIALOGUES ABOUT R ACISM

n 2019, millennials are projected to surpass baby boomers as
the largest living generation in America. And with a new wave of
teen and young adult activists taking to the streets and making
headlines—protesting issues ranging from gun violence to racial
bias in police practices—young people are making their voices heard
in ways that we’ve rarely seen since the civil rights and Vietnam-era
protests of the 1960s and 1970s. Virginia Humanities is working within
communities to stimulate productive conversations about racism and
the history of race in the Commonwealth, especially among young
people.
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Likewise, through a three-part, anti-racism learning
series called Unmasking Cville, facilitators Reid
and Samantha Willis, co-creator of Unmasking RVA
in Richmond, invited Charlottesville community
members to join in dialogue about the area’s history of
racism and implicit bias. Unmasking Cville specifically
sought to create a platform for young people to discuss
these issues by featuring panelists all under the age
of forty, including Bryant. Reid says, “If we’re serious
about promoting equity, then we have to critically
examine who leads our events and which voices are
amplified, [making] conscious decisions to disrupt and
dismantle historical power structures.” Willis agrees,
saying, “The best way to engage youth in these types
of discussions is to simply ask them what they think,
be prepared to listen, and then take action.” At Virginia
Humanities we do that by bringing to light thoughtful
and informed voices that are not often heard and by
placing those voices in dialogue with other narratives

and histories that provide additional context. The
panel also included Niya Bates, public historian of
slavery and African American life at Monticello; Mayor
Nikuyah Walker of Charlottesville; and Jordy Yager,
an independent Charlottesville journalist. The diverse
backgrounds of the panelists added depth and breadth
to the topics discussed, which included the lack of
affordable housing and the historical and current
displacement of black residents.
In addition to engaging young people directly, Virginia
Humanities is providing resources to teachers,
schools, and libraries through a new project called
Changing the Narrative. The two-year project, funded
by the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, will develop programs
for inclusive storytelling in Arlington, Charlottesville,
Harrisonburg, Norfolk, Richmond, and Roanoke. To
kick off the project, Virginia Humanities hosted an
institute in June 2018 for forty teachers and librarians
with the goal of empowering them to be “change
agents in their communities,” says Sue Perdue,
project coordinator and director of digital strategy at
Virginia Humanities. During the three-day institute,
educators explored ways to engage their students in
conversations about racism and racial bias, using tools
including bookmaking, author residencies, virtual
tours, and podcasting. As a result of the institute,
Bradley Mock—who teaches eighth-grade civics and
economics in Richmond—became interested in using
virtual tours to teach students about gentrification in
their city. “Teachers and students should not be afraid
of these difficult conversations regarding race and our
nation’s laws,” he says. “They can be used as a way
to engage students and encourage them to become
active participants for the change that they want to
see.”

The student activist Zyahna Bryant joined a panel discussion
about the history of racism in Charlottesville during Unmasking
Cville at Piedmont Virginia Community College.

Photo by Pat Jarrett

Virginia Humanities hopes to inspire just this kind
of inquiry to help people think critically, grapple
with complex problems, and find ways to better
understand one another. Through such engagement,
the humanities can assist communities working to
create a more complete historical narrative and a
more equitable future.

TO LEARN MORE about Changing the Narrative, visit
VirginiaHumanities.org/changing-the-narrative/.

The Unseen Cville public art installation reinterpreted ordinary
spaces with quotations from the James Baldwin–inspired
collection The Fire This Time.

Photo by Eze Amos
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“It’s a give and take,” he says of the cultural exchange
between the musical traditions of his home country
and of his adopted one. “I listen to [other musicians’]
music, I get inspired, and I add that layer to my
music. When they listen to our music, their music
becomes multilayered. It’s important for us to listen
to each other and to communicate … and exchange
our experiences and our ideas.” Music is a universal
language, he stresses. “It doesn’t belong to just one
part [of the world] or one people.”
Expanding the narrative of Virginia’s cultural
traditions is at the center of the Virginia Folklife
Program, says Jon Lohman, the program’s director
and Virginia State Folklorist.
“Our role is documenting, supporting, and
celebrating Virginia’s folklife,” says Lohman, who
stepped into his role in 2001. “To look at those ways
in which people express, ‘This is who we are,’ as
members of different communities, and share them
statewide.”

Commonwealth’s diverse cultural heritage.

The Virginia Folklife Program has carried out this
mission for nearly thirty years. Lohman says the
apprenticeship program was developed in response
to a concern he heard expressed by citizens in every
corner of the state in his early days as director.

By Samantha Willis

Dr. Nader Majd teaches his apprentice,
Ali Reza Analouei, to play Persian
classical music on the tar in April 2018.

Photo by Pat Jarrett

“People are often surprised by our playing,” says
Analouei, who moved to Fairfax County more than
twenty years ago from his birthplace, Iran. His
skillful playing of ancient Persian drums called
Tombak garnered him international attention and
a place among the most revered Persian classical
music players in the world. In 2009 he was a master
artist in Virginia Humanities’ Folklife Apprenticeship
Program. A few years later Analouei began studying
the tar with Madj.

He notes that the Virginia Folklife Program
apprenticeship experience allows the public to view
Middle Eastern people and culture in a new way. “At
events, people will hear us and they say, ‘Wow, Iranians
play this beautiful music, and these people are so
peaceful. They’re not so bad,” he says, laughing. “They
sometimes think Iran and Iranians are associated with
terrorism and all the bad things [we] see and hear
[in the media], but we are showing them we have a
beautiful heritage, and a different narrative.”
The classical Persian music he’s been playing
since he was five or six is “a beautiful, ancient, vast
heritage,” says Majd. In addition to the tar, Majd plays
five other instruments and is a scholar of Iranian
music. Born in 1944, Majd immigrated to the United
States in 1968 and founded the Center for Persian
Classical Music in Vienna, Virginia, in 1997. He has
been a master artist in the Folklife Apprenticeship
Program several times.

“I can’t tell you how many days and miles [I traveled]
all over Virginia, just talking to people, finding out
what citizens want out of the state folklife program …
A theme that came up repeatedly is that people were
concerned that folklife traditions were dying out.
That people were passing away, and their knowledge,
their expertise was passing away with them.”

The apprenticeship program pairs artists and
apprentices as a way of keeping all traditions, new
and old, alive. Presenting the teams at showcases
and events like the Richmond Folk Festival are ways
that the program “honors and recognizes these
people as masters of their craft.”
Over each nine-month cycle, the apprenticeship
program spotlights old and new cultural traditions,
as well as the artists who bring aspects of the
ancient into Virginia’s contemporary society. Father
and son master-apprentice team Gankhuyag Natsag
and Zanabazar Gankhuyag contributed Mongolian
mask making to the Virginia Folklife Program in
2012. Natsag was taught by his parents to handcraft
elaborate ceremonial masks used in the ancient
Buddhist ritual dance, Tsam, maintaining an art
form dating back to the eighth century.
“I make masks the traditional way. Almost all [of
them] take [at least] one week,” says Natsag. “I use
clay, different materials, and shape [the mask] with
papier-mâché. If it’s just a little mask, maybe [in]
one day I can make it.”
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visit VirginiaFolklife.org.

“In America, [for the] international groups living
here, [cultural folkways] offer connection to each
other and their tradition, especially music and folk
art. For me, it’s a wonderful experience.”
Working together with his son in the apprenticeship
program was a highlight of Natsag’s continued
efforts to preserve his heritage and to help others
discover it.
“The ability to keep [the tradition] alive and to give to
our next generation is important. And showing this
to the Virginia community is very, very important.”
“We’re opening windows into the story of Virginia,
which is tremendously complex,” says David Bearinger,
director of Virginia Humanities’ Grants and Community
Programs. His work gives him a perspective on
Virginia’s many immigrant communities that
has allowed him to identify several artists and
craftspeople who would be a good fit for the
apprenticeship program. He says the apprenticeship
program reflects the character and strengths of a
rapidly changing Virginia.

people who were here for
thousands of years before the
English arrived, the people who
have come here as immigrants
ever since, and also the people
who are coming here today

“While many people associate Virginia’s folklife
with those traditions that have been rooted here for

To learn more about the program or to get involved,

Born in Mongolia, Natsag studied the centuries-old
craft under a Buddhist monk. He had his own studio
in Mongolia, teaching students how to make the
masks, as well as small sculptures and other types
of art. Since immigrating to Virginia in 2002, Natsag
has found mask making to be a vital way for him to
stay connected to his roots, enhanced through the
Virginia Folklife Program.

It includes the stories of the

Lohman responded by creating the apprenticeship
program, which introduces Virginians to diverse
cultural traditions while simultaneously preserving
them. But it’s not only about preserving traditional
forms. It’s about celebrating new ones, too.
| A MIGHT Y TAPESTRY

Six strings lace the long, thin neck of the tar, an
instrument distinct to traditional Persian music.
The strings are for plucking, not bowing like a violin;
once heard, the sound they produce—a resonant,
melodic twang—is impossible to forget. Preserving
and promoting that unique sound, and sharing the
rich legacy of Persian musical traditions, is at the
center of the work of the master musician Dr. Nader
Majd and his apprentice, Ali Reza Analouei.

centuries,” Lohman said, “the fact of the matter is
that other than the expressive traditions of Virginia’s
native peoples, all of our cultural traditions come
from somewhere else”—whether it be Great Britain
or Iran.

… We want to honor all of the
ABOVE - Gankhuyag Natsag, a mask maker and visual
artist who was born in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia now lives in
Arlington. Photo by Pat Jarrett

Eddie Bond poses with his
fiddle case outside the Fries
Theater in Fries.

Photo by Pat Jarrett

Eddie Bond

Virginia Fiddler Receives NEA Fellowship
Eddie Bond’s first music teacher was his grandmother.
A fiddler and singer in the soulful Appalachian
tradition, Bond was raised in the southwestern mill
town of Fries, Virginia, first learning to play the guitar,
then the banjo, autoharp, and fiddle. “Down here
playing this music comes as naturally as breathing,”
says Bond.
No stranger to Virginia’s dances and fiddle contests,
Bond teaches and performs across the state, while
appearing regularly at festivals around the world. His
latest distinction, however, is the highest the United
States bestows on traditional artists: Bond has been
awarded the 2018 National Endowment for the Arts
National Heritage Fellowship.
Jon Lohman, Virginia State Folklorist and director of
the Virginia Folklife Program, nominated Bond for the
award. “Anyone will tell you that Eddie is as special
as they come and much deserving of this national
recognition,” says Lohman.

traditions that come to Virginia
and enrich our cultural fabric.

To learn more about Eddie Bond and the Virginia Folklife
Program, visit VirginiaHumanities.org/eddie-bond.
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Speaking in Faces
Saturday, March 26 at 1:00pm
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Saturday, March 26 at 1:00pm

Speaking in Faces
Artist Talk and Reception
March 26, 1:00pm
part of the 2017 Virginia Festival of the
Book featuring samples of the VABC
typeface collection plus hands-on demos
Virginia Arts of the Book Center (VABC)
Located in the ART ON IVY gallery
2125 Ivy Road, Suite 5
Charlottesville, Virginia
VIRGINIABOOKARTS.ORG

The Virginia Festival of the Book
accepts submissions for its annual
five-day event, held in charlottesville
and Albermarle County, Virginia.
Writers, Illustrators, and publishing
professionals in all genres are
encouraged to apply. Publicists and
agents may submit with consent from
the author. Festival organizers select
all participants and venues.
Priority is given to books released after
September of the year prior to each
Festival.
Books must be available for sale midMarch to be considered for that year.

Submissions open
annually in June.
Annual Submissions
deadline: October 1
Upcoming Festival dates:
March 21-25, 2018
March 20-24, 2019 25TH ANNIVERSARY!
March 18-22, 2020

Additional details are available at VaBook.org
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Contact

Do you have questions
about the Virginia
Humanities brand? Please
contact Trey Mitchell,
Director of Communications.
Trey Mitchell
434-924-4584
am6se@virginia.edu
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